Analysis of interleukin 23 and 7G10 interactions for computational design of lead antibodies against immune-mediated inflammatory diseases.
Wealth of structural data on theurapeutic targets in complex with monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) and advances in molecular modeling algorithms present exciting opportunities in the field of novel biologic design. Interleukin 23 (IL23), a well-known drug target for autoimmune diseases, in complex with mAb 7G10 offers prospect to design potent lead antibodies by traversing the complete epitope-paratope interface. Herein, key interactions aiding antibody-based neutralization in IL23-7G10 complex are resolute through PyMOL, LigPlot+, Antibody i-Patch, DiscoTope and FoldX. Six amino acids Ser31, Val33, Asn55, Lys59 in heavy chain and His34, Ser93 in light chain are subjected to in silico mutagenesis with residues Met, Trp, Ile, Leu and Arg. A set of 431 mutant macromolecules are outlined. Binding affinities of these molecules with IL23 are estimated through protein-protein docking by employing ZDOCK, ClusPro and RosettaDock. Subsequently, the macromolecules revealed comparable result with 7G10 are cross validated through binding free-energy calculations by applying Molecular Mechanics/Poisson Boltzman Surface Area method in CHARMM. Thirty nine designed theoretical antibodies showed improved outcome in all evaluations; from these, top 10 molecules showed at least nine unit better binding affinity compared to the known mAb. These molecules have the potential to act as lead antibodies. Subsequent molecular dynamics simulations too favored prospective of best ranked molecule to have therapeutic implications in autoimmune and inflammatory diseases. Abbreviations: IL23: interleukin 23; IL17: interleukin17; Ab: antibody; Ag: antigen; mAbs: monoclonal antibodies; STAT3: signal transducer and activator of transcription 3; STAT4: signal transducer and activator of transcription 4; PDB: protein databank; MM/PBSA: molecular mechanics Poisson-Boltzmann surface area; Ag-Ab: antigen- antibody complex; SPC/E: extended simple point charge; SD: steepest descents; PME: particle mesh ewald; dG: binding free energies; Fv: variable fragment.